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Family in Leaven of Malice
� Two prominent families primarily focused on throughout this novel are the Vambraces and Bridgetowers, the 

families belonging to the falsely engaged couple on which the novel is centered.

� Professor Vambrace's negative influence on the characters in the novel plays a significant role in the novel's 

plot, allowing its hostile attitude to permeate the text and have a lasting impression on the reader.

�

She pleads with her father not to proceed with 

any legal steps in response to the article as she believes such actions would harm her character overall, 

commenting that she would not appear in court or agree to him suing whether he decided to or not (Davies loc 

1735).

� Within the household of the Bridgetowers, Solly experiences a lack of control on his life, due to his mother's 

overbearing nature, she displays a very authoritative nature and pressures Solly to devote his life to her. Solly's 
mother holds a great deal of guilt over his head and manipulates him to get him to remain unmarried and living 

with her, shown in her statement after Solly returns after a party "I'm worried that I'm going to lose my little 

boy" (Davies loc 3517). His resentment for her actions are also represented on page loc 3505, where 

he describes his displeasure for her words stating, "there ought to be rules for these encounters --an 

intergeneration agreement about hitting below the belt" (Davies). Solly is showing his recognization for her 

trying to be a victim and aiming to gain pity out of him.

� Moreover, both families within Leaven of Malice, display inappropriate interactions with their children, which 

show to have a negative effect on both Pearl and Solly.
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British Superiority and Class 
in The Salterton Trilogy

Katie Daynyko-Pavlov & Kathryn Matheson

Thesis

Through characters’ traditionally English customs and evidence of a 
struggling Canadian cultural identity in The Salterton Trilogy, 
Robertson Davies indicates British superiority over Canadianess, 
and elevates Salterton’s middle-class to a more favourable place in 
the social hierarchy.



Solly & Canadian 
Academic Culture01
Solly’s struggle for autonomy parallels 
Canada’s struggle to find its own 
cultural footing.

Solly’s Search for Identity & Canada’s Search 
for its Cultural Footing

● “In his work, Davies linked the individual’s 
search for identity to the national identity 
crisis.” (Jackson )

● Both Solly and Canada struggle to find 
autonomous identities and move away from 
an oppressive parent (Mrs. Bridgetower and 
England)

● “He needed freedom … a profession at which 
he could support himself … [and] someone to 
whom he could talk … about the humiliating 
thralldom which she had imposed upon him 
since his thirteenth year.” (Tempest-Tost )

● “Escape to Cambridge had been a glorious 
break for freedom,” but his mother’s illness 
“had brought him, literally, flying home” ( )

● Dr. Sengreen: “there isn’t much to be done [in 
Amcan]… I’m going to give you Heavysege” 
(Leaven of Malice )

● Solly is bitter that Canada is trying to create its 
own culture and “rapidly acquire the trappings 
of older countries” ( )

● “Solly pondered bitterly … how firmly he was 
caught in the strong, close mesh of his 
country’s cultural ambitions” ( )



Solly’s Search for Identity & Canada’s Search 
for its Cultural Footing

● “There’s no money in novels” (Leaven of Malice 
)

● “All the originality has been educated out of 
you” (Humphrey Cobbler, )

● “You’ll find a way out” (Molly) “I know I will” 
(Solly, )

● “I’ve given Heavysege the heave-ho … I [have] 
something original, that I want to write … [I 
want] to be a creator of Amcan, not one of its 
embalmers.” ( )

● Solly is simultaneously pushing his life and 
Canadian culture forward

● England and Mrs. Bridgetower are elevated to a 
higher level of power, yet Canada’s cultural and 
Solly’s personal development cannot occur 
until they are free from these powers

Nature & Nurture02
The limited discussion of the Canadian 
outdoors shows the prevalence of British 
culture through Britain’s association with 
urban spaces. 



Limited Presence of Canada’s Outdoors and 
the Infancy of Canadian Identity

● “Canadian identity is a topographical 
matter [...] Canadians identify their 
country more easily with its landscape 
than with anything man-made” (MacKay 

)
● Canadianness is associated with nature 

above all else, and it is fitting that 
Canadian theatre is performed outdoors

● “Nature has to be kept firmly in check. 
Nature is very difficult to rehearse and 
Nature has a bad trick of missing it’s cues” 
(Tempest )

● “We’ll have a lot of resistance to break 
down, doing a pastoral.” (Tempest )

● The audience of Shakespeare is familiar 
with the British version, where it would be 
staged on a formal stage

● Canadian flare to Shakespeare involves 
performing outside, where less things can 
be controlled

Limited Presence of Canada’s Outdoors and 
the Infancy of Canadian Identity

● “You have been away from your native land 
for too long. You have forgotten our 
folkways [...] they are scanning the 
heavens and hoping aloud that it won’t 
rain tomorrow. That is to placate the Old 
Man in the Sky and persuade him to be 
kind to us” (Tempest )

● Canadians and their old wives’ tales 
connect them to the land and give the 
characters the impression that they can 
sway nature instead of fretting 

● “National spirit [...] as a ravishment of the 
land” (MacKay )

● Canadian identity is tied to the land 
around it, and both respecting and 
manipulating nature to human wills

●



At Home Days & at 
the Morphews’03
British elitism in The Salterton Trilogy is shown by 
comparing the strict social decorum at Mrs. Bridgetower’s 
At Home days and the freedom from social expectations at 
the Morphews’ home.

Home Life and Class in Salterton

● “there are not many people now who keep 
up the custom of At Home days, but Mrs. 
Solomon Bridgetower had retained [this 
tradition from] just before the First World 
War” (Leaven of Malice )

● “she had a solid fortune, and it had 
protected her against changing customs; 
this made her captain among those forces 
in Salterton which sought to resist social 
change” ( )

● “It was Mrs. Bridgtower’s notion that 
everyone lived as she did” (Tempest-Tost )

At Home Days ● “Mrs. Knapp… had known these ladies a 
mere ten years or so, and was thus a virtual 
newcomer to Salterton society” (Leaven of 
Malice )

● “she subsided with an exhalation which was 
meant to be a social laugh, and sounded 
like fright” ( )

● “Salterton’s upper class is a very tightly knit 
community, a garrison, which does not 
welcome outsiders.” (Jackson )

● “Davies’s picture of Canadian society is that 
of white upper-middle class society, whose 
outdated ideals are relics of British 
colonialism” (Jackson )



Home Life and Class in Salterton

● “Painting her toenails coral pink [after 
having] spend an agreeable hour rubbing 
the hair from her legs” (Leaven of Malice )

● “A great deal of bare leg and frilly panties” 
( )

● “You’ve become George’s Thing” ( )
● “It hasn’t brought you any children” ( )
● “Nipping her playfully on the big toe with 

his front teeth” ( )

At the Morphews’
● “Working class people only being used as a 

form of comic relief” (Woodcock )
● “The survival of strict class divisions in 

Salterton [... portraying] Canada [as] a very 
class-conscious country.” (Jackson )

Hi AD! I’m Mrs. Louisa Bridgetower, 
welcome to my home for an At Home day!



Hey y’all I’m Edith Morphew and welcome to my crib!

Discussion Prompt 1:
When comparing Mrs. Bridgetower’s “At Home days” and the 
Morphew’s lively living room, are there any quotes that indicate 
the class difference between the two locations?



Discussion Prompt 2:
What examples from pop culture today exemplify the social 
decorum of the upper class? Are celebrities able to “resist social 
change” like Mrs. Bridgetower?

Thank you for listening!

Any questions for us?
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